
How to Nurture Your Peeps 
with the 

"Coffee Date" Method



Captivate
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Nurture

Activate

Scale
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Questions...
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Most important focus is content that sells
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Why groups work well
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Using your list in conjunction with a group
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Don’t confuse visibility with lead gen
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How we do it - lead gen strategy
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A question that comes up around giving 
away “free coaching”
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What’s Needed to Make This Work
1) A great title that hopefully relates to what you’re selling/your 

arc (it can always be changed)

2) A freebie, but…

3) Frameworks for content that moves the needle

4) A commitment to consistency
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Understand there is a difference between 
posting “fun” or nice things, and content 

that moves the needle. :)
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Set the stage: welcome post/video, 
guidelines in description section
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I’m cool with there not being big 
engagement in my main free group
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However, you still want to establish a 
posting schedule. (This is part of your role 

as a Leader.)
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Common Mistakes
1) Content with too much how-to (depositions you)

2) Going for being liked vs. being a Leader
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When you’re thinking about content, go 
back to the golf course metaphor



Phase 1 Phase 2 Phase 3 Phase 4 Phase 5

Present 
pain

What 
it’s 

costing 
them

Why you

How are 
you 

different

What is 
different 

than what 
we don’t like

Potholes
 (objections)

The 
right 
time
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My 3 Types of Content
1) Content to create a-ha’s or a shift

2) Content to give me intel

3) Content to create demand
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Remember, when you are learning 
something new, it takes a hot minute to 

figure things out
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Proven templates...
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Content: Gettin’ Ninja With it
1) Give insight/paradigm shift in form of a story (vs. teachy)

2) Demand they engage 

3) Content that gives them a small but meaningful result that 
creates the gap

4) Have a point of view, don’t be afraid to be polarizing

5) Share your philosophy



Next step...
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Thank You! <3 
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